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between deterrence and enforcement costs, legal standards de�ning o¤ences

should align with underlying norms so long as the latter are not too de-

�cient. When providing productive information to third parties is also a

concern, legal standards should either align with underlying norms with

�nes that trade o¤ deterrence against the provision of information; or legal

standards should be more demanding and enforced with purely symbolic
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1 Introduction

We study the design of legal obligations and their enforcement given pre-

existing social norms broadly interpreted, e.g., moral or societal norms,

professional codes of conduct or business standards. Posner (2000, p. 4)

describes the relationship between norms and legal rules as an interplay be-

tween background and foreground: � The law is always imposed against

a background stream of nonlegal regulation � enforced by gossip, disap-

proval, ostracism [. . . ] The desirability of a proposed legal rule, then, does

not depend only on the existence of a collective action problem on the one

hand, and competently operated legal institutions on the other hand. It also

depends on the way nonlegal systems always already address that collective

action problem and the extent to which legal intervention would interfere

with those nonlegal systems.�We take norms as exogenously given and as-

sume that they are not in�uenced by the law.

Our contribution is to analyze the role of norms through a simple ex-

tension of the economic model of public enforcement of law, as reviewed for

instance in Polinsky and Shavell (2000, 2007). In the standard model, which

follows Becker (1968), misconduct is deterred solely through the threat of

legal penalties. The focus is the trade-o¤ between deterrence and public

enforcement costs. We add background norms to this model. To some ex-

tent, agents refrain from misconduct because they adhere to norms. More-

over, in so far as it is publicized, non compliance with norms triggers so-

cial disapproval or costly reputational sanctions because of what it reveals

about an agent�s character or disposition. In our analysis, information is not

freely available in society at large. Publicity about one�s actions arises only

through the public enforcement of law, e.g., investigation and prosecution.

A by-product of enforcing laws is therefore to allow informal, nonlegal sanc-

tions to operate. We study the implications for legal design and enforcement

policies.
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First, informal sanctions may complement legal sanctions and are there-

fore useful in reducing enforcement costs. This raises the question of the

design of o¤ences, by which we mean the extent to which legal standards of

conduct should di¤er from background norms of behavior. We �nd that, for

any given level of enforcement as de�ned by legal sanctions and the probabil-

ity of detection, reputational sanctions are maximized when legal standards

de�ning o¤ences align with background norms. However, the latter need

not be e¢ cient from an utilitarian point of view. Norms of behavior, whose

breach would trigger informal sanctions, may fall short (or may exceed) wel-

fare maximizing behavior. Nevertheless, in a society concerned with deter-

rence and enforcement costs, legal standards should align with background

norms provided the latter are not too de�cient. When norms are su¢ ciently

inadequate, they become irrelevant and the optimal legal standards will be

much more demanding. Convictions then entail no reputational sanctions,

which brings us back to the standard Beckerian framework.

Secondly, convictions or even mere prosecution may provide socially valu-

able information to third parties. By this we mean information that is useful

for productive or allocative decisions shaping future relationships between

agents, e.g., trading decisions and job market interactions. A utilitarian

policy should take this into account. The consequence is a trade-o¤ between

the deterrence of a particular misconduct and the provision of information

bene�ting future interactions. We �nd that, generally speaking, optimal le-

gal standards again align with background norms so long as they are not too

de�cient. However, the optimal enforcement policy is then typically char-

acterized by less than maximal legal sanctions, in contrast to the Beckerian

prescription, and by greater e¤ort in detection or investigation. Indeed, the

optimal legal sanction may be purely symbolic, e.g., a public reprimand or

denunciation. Optimal legal standards are then more demanding than back-

ground norms. Moreover, when background norms are very demanding, the

optimal zero �ne policy may yield overdeterrence compared to the �rst-best
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utilitarian level.

Our paper relates to several strands of research. The so-called Laws and

Norms literature has looked at closely related issues, more or less formally

and from a variety of angles. McAdams (1997), Posner (2000), Shavell

(2002), and McAdams and Rasmusen (2007) present general discussions

of the relation between laws and norms, whether desirable or undesirable

norms. The focus is often the complementarity or substitutability between

laws and norms (Ellickson, 1991; Cooter and Porat, 2001; Zasu, 2007). Of

particular interest for our purpose is the literature on stigmatization and

reputational sanctions (Rasmusen, 1996; Kahan and Posner, 1999; Harel and

Klement, 2007; Iaccobuci, 2014; Mungan, 2016a). Some of this literature

also bears on legal design. Mungan (2016b) analyzes the stigma dilution

e¤ect of over-criminalization, i.e., criminalizing acts that cause little harm

dilutes the stigma attached to more serious crimes. In a tort context with

imperfectly functioning liability rules, De¤ains and Fluet (2013) show that

the negligence rule does better than strict liability in harnessing reputational

concerns. Also of particular interest for our purpose is the small literature

suggesting that the legal system should aim not only at deterrence but also at

conveying socially valuable information by screening out types (Rasmusen,

1996; Posner and Rasmusen, 1999; Iaccobuci, 2007).1

More generally, our framework relates to the analytical literature on �so-

cial preferences�. One�s actions may reveal unobservable predispositions in

situations where some predispositions are socially valued, hence social pres-

sure may in�uence behavior through the individuals�image concerns (e.g.,

Bernheim, 1994; Bénabou and Tirole, 2006). This approach has been used,

in particular, to study the crowding in or crowding out e¤ects of material

rewards. In Bénabou and Tirole (2011), the e¤ect of legal sanctions depends

on how they interact with signaling and social norms interpreted as a distri-

bution of intrinsic motivations. They also consider the expressive role of law

(roughly de�ned as in Cooter, 1998) when individuals are uncertain about
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the distribution of motivations. By contrast, we formalize norms as explicit

standards of conduct, with individuals di¤ering in their dispositions to abide

by the norms. Our laws or legal standards may be interpreted as having ex-

pressive content, but only in the sense that they may be more or less noisy

in conveying non-compliance with background norms. Relatedly, Daughety

and Reinganum (2010) compare �publicity� and �privacy�, when individ-

uals derive utility from others�perception of their type and can engage in

actions that generate externalities. While a regime of publicity distorts pri-

vate choices, it may be socially useful in curtailing negative externalities

or enhancing positive externalities. Nevertheless, publicity is undesirable if

it leads to too much distortion of private choices by comparison with the

social bene�ts. In our analysis, publicity is costly because it relies on the

public enforcement of law. It also depends on the design of o¤ences. When

background norms are excessive, we �nd that it may be optimal to design

noisy o¤ences in order to mitigate overdeterrence.

In the standard model of public enforcement of law (i.e., without nor-

mative and reputational motivations), strengthening the legal standard of

conduct, while keeping the expected sanction constant, never reduces the

deterrence of misbehavior. If the standard is binding (i.e., everyone com-

plies with the law), a more demanding standard increases deterrence. If

the standard is not binding (i.e., not everyone complies), a more demand-

ing standard has no e¤ect on deterrence. By contrast, in the situation we

consider, tighter laws may back�re and result in lower deterrence. The rea-

son is that law-breaking becomes a less meaningful signal of non compliance

with background norms. This is a main driver of our results. Acemoglu

and Jackson (2017) also study a situation where tighter laws may increase

misbehavior. In their analysis, there are no reputational concerns and laws

are in part privately enforced through whistle-blowing. Tighter laws may in-

crease misbehavior because of the complementarities between law-breaking

behavior, resulting in less whistle-blowing.
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Our analysis is motivated by the observation that the conduct of individ-

uals or �rms partly depends on normative considerations and that reputa-

tion matters. Regarding individuals, numerous experimental or �eld studies

show that people may be willing to sacri�ce private bene�ts against socially

e¢ cient actions (e.g., Charness and Rabin, 2002; Engelmann and Strobel,

2004; Charness et al., 2016) and that image concerns are important mo-

tivators (Masclet et al., 2003; Dana et al., 2006; Andreoni and Bernheim,

2008; Ariely et al., 2010; Funk, 2010, among others). The reputational

consequences of judicial decisions is well documented. In the labor market,

individuals with a criminal record face signi�cation stigmatization, even for

minor o¤ences; see Agan and Starr (2017), Uggen et al. (2014), and the ref-

erences therein. Karpo¤ (2012) surveys the important empirical literature

on reputational sanctions for corporate misconduct.2 Concerning the role

of norms, Parsons et al. (2018) explain the large di¤erences in the rates of

corporate �nancial misconduct between U.S. cities in terms of di¤erences in

�city-level norms�, as measured by non-business types of misbehavior. They

show that corporate �nancial misconduct is strongly related to an index of

city-level norms.

The paper develops as follows. Section 2 presents the public enforce-

ment model and incorporates social norms and reputational concerns. Sec-

tion 3 describes the equilibria under di¤erent legal regimes and enforcement

policies. Section 4 derives the implications for optimal legal design and

enforcement. Section 5 discusses extensions and quali�cations. Section 6

summarizes our results and concludes. Proofs are in the Appendix.

2 The Model

We use the model of public law enforcement to de�ne legal regimes and

enforcement policies.3 Next, we incorporate social norms and reputational

concerns.
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Legal regimes and enforcement. Risk-neutral agents encounter situ-

ations where they may obtain a private bene�t, equivalently avoid a private

cost, from an action that imposes an external harm of amount h.4 The

bene�t depends on the agent�s circumstances. g denotes both the objec-

tive circumstance and the associated bene�t. The cumulative probability

distribution is Z(g) with density z(g) and support [0;1).
Engaging in the action is denoted by e = 1, not doing so by e = 0.

Private bene�ts are a legitimate part of social welfare. Letting e(g) be the

action in the circumstance g, social welfare is

W =

Z 1

0
(g � h)e(g)z(g) dg:

The action is socially e¢ cient when g � h.

A legal regime is de�ned by a threshold ĝL such that the action is illegal

when g < ĝL; otherwise, it does not constitute an o¤ence. The law is

enforced with a probability p of detecting violations. The sanction is a

�ne f which may not exceed fm, the maximum allowed by the legislature or

administrative guidelines. Under the regime ĝL, an agent�s expected utility

conditional on circumstance g is (g� pf)e if g < ĝL and ge if g � ĝL, where

e is 0 or 1. The agent therefore engages in the action when g � min(ĝL; pf).
The per capita enforcement cost is c(p), a strictly increasing and convex

function with c00) = 0. Taking enforcement cost into account, social welfare

is

W =

Z 1

min(pf;ĝL)
(g � h) z(g) dg � c(p) (1)

and is maximized with respect to the legal regime, the �ne, and the probabil-

ity of detection. In the optimal policy, the �ne is set at the highest feasible

level and the legal threshold satis�es ĝL � pfm; otherwise, costs could be

reduced without a¤ecting deterrence. Maximizing (1) with respect to the

probability of detection then yields the �rst-order condition

(h� pfm)z(pfm)fm = c0(p): (2)
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Let p� denote the solution, so that g� := p�fm is the threshold at which

individuals are just indi¤erent between engaging in the action and not.

Condition (2) implies g� < h. Optimal enforcement trades o¤ some un-

derdeterrence against savings in enforcement costs.

An important observation for what follows is that the legal regime is

irrelevant so long as ĝL � g�, because deterrence essentially depends on the

expected �ne. Whether o¤ences are de�ned over a wide range of circum-

stances or more narrowly does not matter. In particular, welfare is the same

if the action is illegal per se as in strict liability o¤ences (i.e., ĝL =1).

Social norms and reputational concerns. Social norms are non legal

standards of conduct potentially supported by informal sanctions.5 A norm

is a threshold ĝS . The action is viewed as inappropriate in circumstances

g < ĝS , otherwise not. A natural interpretation is that, to some extent, one

ought to take into account the potential harm to others. The social norm

re�ects the socially acceptable trade-o¤ in this respect, e.g., causing harm

in order to avoid negligible private costs is blameworthy. It may also well

be that the norm is very demanding, some threshold ĝS > h.6

There is a continuum of agents. They di¤er by their disposition to

comply with the social norm. A proportion �, referred to as type G, are

�good citizens�who have internalized the norm and always comply. They

are willing to �do the right thing�irrespective of their material self-interest.

Others, referred to as type B, are the �bad citizens� who have no such

motivation. Adherence to the norm is valued by others, either because

internalization of the group norm is valued by itself or because it is associated

with a more principled character and less opportunistic tendencies, which

may be desirable in other situations.7 Those who are known to be good

citizens earn social esteem or status, a direct source of utility, or they earn

greater bene�ts from future social or economic interactions because they are

seen as more reliable partners.

The foregoing can be formalized as follows. The utility of a type-t agent
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is

ut = y � e�t + v(�); t = B;G; e = 0; 1: (3)

The �rst term, y, is the material payo¤ as de�ned in the standard model.

The middle term captures the intrinsic disutility of not complying with the

social norm, e.g., guilt or loss of self-esteem. For the bad citizen, �B = 0

irrespective of circumstances; for the good citizen, �G is positive and large

if g < ĝS and is otherwise equal to zero.

The last term in (3) is the reputational payo¤ to which we now turn. v

is an increasing function and � is the posterior probability that the agent is

a good citizen given the information about him. A benchmark is the case

where v(�) is linear. For instance, let qB and qG be the marginal products

of the bad and good types in future jobs, with qG > qB. Given the belief �,

the wage paid is equal to the expected productivity

v(�) = (1� �)qB + �qG = qB + �(qG � qB):

Alternatively, qB and qG are the purely hedonic utility of social esteem per

se. Although the linear speci�cation has been widely used8, we will also

interpret v(�) as the value of future interactions with third parties who can

take �productive�actions conditional on their information about the agent.

v(�) is then an increasing strictly convex function re�ecting the value of the

information (see Section 4).

Both types of agents face the same distribution of potential circum-

stances and di¤er only in their adherence to the social norm. Types are

private information. With respect to others�beliefs, actions matter to the

extent that they signal one�s disposition or character. We assume that there

is no direct informal enforcement of social norms because society at large

does not observe the agents�circumstances nor their behavior. This assump-

tion cuts o¤ the direct social or market pressure on bad types to mimic the

good types.9 However, public enforcers can detect harmful actions and can

verify circumstances.
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Legal proceedings then constitute public information from which oth-

ers draw inferences. Those who are detected engaging in the action are

prosecuted, which is public information. The outcome is then either C for

�convicted�, i.e., detected and found guilty of an o¤ence, or D for �detected

and dismissed�, meaning that the agent was detected for engaging in the

action but not found guilty. Otherwise, the information about the agent is

N for �no news�, meaning that either the agent did not engage in the action

or that he did but was not detected. Agents will therefore be labelled as C,

D or N . The signi�cance of these labels depend on what they reveal about

types, given the legal regime and the enforcement policy.

3 Equilibria

This section takes the legal regime and enforcement policy as given and

describes the equilibrium outcome. A perfect Bayesian equilibrium is de�ned

by the agents�strategies and by the beliefs conditional on the information

C, D or N . In a �rst step we characterize the strategies taking the beliefs

as given. Next we derive the beliefs as a function of strategies. Finally, we

solve for the equilibrium wherein strategies and beliefs are consistent with

one another.

Incentives. Denote the beliefs by �C , �D and �N . We �rst consider

the bad citizens�behavior. Abstracting from variables not a¤ected by the

agent�s action, the expected utility of a type B agent who takes action

e 2 f0; 1g in the circumstance g is

(g � pf)e+ (1� pe)v(�N ) + pev(�C) if g < ĝL

and

ge+ (1� pe)v(�N ) + pev(�D) if g � ĝL:

The expected utility includes the expected net material bene�t from engag-

ing in the action and the expected reputational utility.
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Refraining from the action always yields the utility v(�N ). When the

action is illegal, i.e., in circumstances g < ĝL, engaging in the action yields

the expected utility g� pf +(1� p)v(�N )+ pv(�C). An o¤ence is therefore
committed if

g � p[f + v(�N )� v(�C)]: (4)

In words, the law is violated if the private bene�t exceeds the expected

disutility from the �ne and from the reputational loss between the �no news�

and �convicted�labels.

When the action does not constitute an o¤ence, i.e., in circumstances

g � ĝL, the expected utility from the action is g + (1 � p)v(�N ) + pv(�D).

The agent therefore engages in the action if

g � p[v(�N )� v(�D)]: (5)

One may refrain from the action, even though it is legal, because mere

prosecution entails a reputational loss.

The right-hand side of (4) and (5) de�nes possible thresholds for the bad

citizen to engage in the action. Which of these thresholds is e¤ective in

determining the bad citizens�best response depends on the legal standard.

As will be seen, �C � �D � �N at equilibrium. The right-hand side of (4) is

therefore larger than that of (5). The possibilities are illustrated in Figure 1.

Under the legal standards ĝ2L and ĝ
3
L, condition (5) is always satis�ed

when the action is legal. With the standard ĝ3L, the bad citizens�threshold

is the right-hand side of condition (4). Bad citizens then sometimes do not

comply with the law. With the standard ĝ2L, by contrast, condition (4) is

never satis�ed by illegal acts. The bad citizens�threshold then equals the

legal standard ĝ2L, i.e., bad citizens engage in the action only when it is

legal. Finally, with the standard ĝ1L, condition (5) is not satis�ed in some

circumstances where the action is legal. The bad citizens�threshold is then

the right-hand side of condition (5). The threat of prosecution then provides

deterrence, irrespective of conviction.
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<<COMP: Place Fig. 1 about here>>

We will denote by gB and gG the bad and the good citizens�thresholds,

respectively, for engaging in the action. In circumstances g < ĝS , a good

citizen never engages in the action. In circumstances g � ĝS , the action

does not violate the social norm, so the good citizen then behaves the same

as the bad citizen. Therefore, gG = max(ĝS ; gB).

Beliefs. How others behave a¤ects the payo¤s from one�s actions through

the e¤ect on beliefs conditional on the events C, D orN . Beliefs are obtained

from Bayes�rule given the frequency of detected acts and convictions among

good and bad citizens. Because the good citizens�best-response threshold

gG is a function of the bad citizens�threshold gB, posterior beliefs can be

written as a function of gB. Recall that � is the proportion of good citizens.

Lemma 1 If gB � ĝL, the event C never occurs and �D � � � �N where

�N =
�(1� p+ pZ(max(ĝS ; gB)))

�(1� p+ pZ(max(ĝS ; gB)) + (1� �)(1� p+ pZ(gB))
(6)

�D =
�(1� Z(max(ĝS ; gB))

�(1� Z(max(ĝS ; gB)) + (1� �)(1� Z(gB))
(7)

If gB < ĝL, then �C � �D � � � �N where �N is as de�ned in (6) and

�C =
�max [0; Z(ĝL)� Z(max(ĝS ; gB))]

�max [0; Z(ĝL)� Z(max(ĝS ; gB))] + (1� �) [Z(ĝL)� Z(gB)]
(8)

�D =
�(1� Z(max(ĝS ; ĝL))

�(1� Z(max(ĝS ; ĝL)) + (1� �)(1� Z(ĝL))
(9)

The numerator of (6) is the population of good citizens labeled as �no

news�. This is the sum of the fraction 1 � p who are not monitored and

of the fraction p who are monitored and do not engage in the action. The

denominator is the total population labeled as �no news�. Therefore, �N
is the posterior probability that one is a good citizen given �no news�. A

similar reasoning applies for the other cases.
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For the time being, suppose that (5) always holds when the act is legal,

i.e., bad citizens are motivated by the threat of conviction. Their threshold

is then either the right-hand side of (4) or it is equal to ĝL. Thus,

gB = min[ĝL; p(f +�)]

where � := v(�N ) � v(�C) is the reputational loss or stigma from a con-

viction. We use Lemma 1 to determine how the stigma varies with the

bad citizens�behavior and with the legal standard. There are two cases to

consider.

Case 1: ĝL � ĝS

Good citizens then always comply with the law. A conviction therefore

reveals that one is for sure a bad citizen, hence �C = 0. The belief condi-

tional on �no news� depends on the proportion of bad types who comply

with the law, so we can write the posterior as �N (gB). As more of the bad

types abstain from the action (i.e., gB increases), �no news�becomes less

indicative that one is a good citizen, so �N (gB) is decreasing. Figure 2a

depicts the resulting stigma curve � = v(�N (gB)) � v(0)). The relevant

portion is for values of the bad citizens�threshold satisfying gB � ĝL. If the

legal standard is increased, a greater portion of the curve becomes relevant.

When ĝL = ĝS , the legal standard is equal to the social norm. In the par-

ticular case where bad citizens always comply with the law, i.e., gB = ĝL,

both good and bad citizens behave the same. The event �no news�is then

uninformative, so the posterior probability conditional on �no news�equals

the prior � that an individual is a good citizen.10

<<COMP: Place Fig. 2 about here>>

Case 2: ĝL > ĝS

Both good and bad citizens are now at times convicted, therefore �C > 0.

From Lemma 1, �C depends on gB and ĝL, which we write as �C(gB; ĝL).
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This is increasing in gB because convictions become less unfavorable news

as the proportion of bad citizens behaving like good citizens increases. As

before, �N is decreasing in gB. So long as violating the law is more likely for

bad citizens, the stigma � = v(�N (gB))�v(�C(gB; ĝL)) is therefore positive
and decreasing in gB. When gB � ĝS , everyone behaves the same. The

events �convicted� and �no news� are then uninformative and the stigma

from a conviction is zero. Figure 2b depicts the stigma curve. The curve

shifts downwards (at values of gB below ĝS) when the legal standard is

increased because �C(gB; ĝL) is increasing in ĝL. A greater proportion of

good citizens is then convicted, hence a conviction is less unfavorable news.

Equilibrium. An equilibrium is a solution (gB;�) to the system of

equations

gB = min[ĝL; p(f +�)]; (10)

� = v(�N (gB))� v(�C(gB; ĝL)); (11)

provided the solution satis�es

p[v(�N (gB))� v(�D(ĝL))] � ĝL: (12)

where �D(ĝL) is as de�ned in (9). The inequality (12) means that the

mere threat of prosecution does not yield greater deterrence than the risk of

conviction. In the Appendix (see Lemma A1), we show that the condition

holds if the legal standard satis�es ĝL � gc(p). The latter is the bad citizens�

equilibrium threshold when the enforcement policy reduces to a mechanism

for detecting and publicizing harmful acts. Such a policy can be interpreted

as a strict liability regime with symbolic �nes, e.g., public reprimands or

shaming penalties. It is easily veri�ed that gc(p) is increasing in p.

Proposition 1 Let ĝL � min[pf; gc(p)]. There is a unique equilibrium. If
pf � ĝS, then gG = gB = pf . Otherwise, pf < gB � ĝS = gG:

(i) When ĝL � ĝS, then gB is increasing in p and f and invariant in ĝL so
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long as gB < ĝL; otherwise, gB = ĝL.

(ii) When ĝL > ĝS, then gB < ĝS and is increasing in p and f and decreasing

in ĝL.

The foregoing de�nes the function gB(p; f; ĝL) characterizing the bad cit-

izens�equilibrium threshold. Legal design matters for deterrence only when

the expected �ne is less than the social norm, i.e., pf < ĝS . Convictions then

provide information about one�s type and reputational sanctions supplement

formal sanctions. When pf � ĝS , the outcome is a pooling equilibrium. It

is the same as in the standard model without informal motivations and

reputational concerns.

<<COMP: Place Fig. 3 about here>>

Figure 3a provides an illustration for the case where the legal standard

is less demanding than the social norm. The upward sloping line, hence-

forth the threshold function, is the relation between the bad citizens�best

response threshold and the stigma from a conviction. The relevant portion is

for gB � ĝL. In the �gure there are two legal standards, ĝ1L and ĝ
2
L, yielding

the equilibria E1 and E2 respectively. Under the less demanding standard

ĝ1L, everyone complies with the law and the standard is binding. Strength-

ening the standard, e.g., increasing the standard up to ĝ2L, then increases

deterrence. Under the more demanding standard ĝ2L, the equilibrium is an

interior solution where some of the bad citizens do not comply with the law.

A small increase in the standard then has no e¤ect on deterrence.

In Figure 3b, the legal standard is more demanding than the social norm.

Stigma curves are drawn for the standards ĝ1L and ĝ
2
L. A more demanding

standard such as ĝ2L shifts the stigma curve downwards. More good citizens

are convicted, i.e., those in circumstances in (ĝS ; ĝ2L) compared to those in

circumstances in (ĝS ; ĝ1L) under the less demanding standard. As a result,
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convictions impose a smaller stigma, all else equal. The e¤ect of strength-

ening the legal standard is now to reduce deterrence, i.e., equilibrium E2 is

to the left of equilibrium E1.

Whether the legal standard is above or below the social norm, the stigma

curves shift upwards when the probability of detection is increased. The

intuition is that a larger probability of detection increases the signi�cance

of �no news�, which is now more suggestive that one did not engage in the

harmful action. A higher probability of detection also shifts the threshold

function to the right. Thus, more detection provides greater deterrence,

except when the legal standard is binding as with the standard ĝ1L in Figure

3a. A larger �ne only a¤ect the threshold function, which shifts to the right.

This also increases deterrence except when the lagal standard is binding.11

4 Optimal Policies

Reputational sanctions a¤ect the trade-o¤ between deterrence and enforce-

ment costs. They bear on the optimal legal regime because o¤ences can be

designed to harness reputational e¤ects. We �rst focus on this property,

disregarding the possibility that the information from judicial verdicts has

social value independently of its usefulness in providing incentives. Next,

we incorporate the informational bene�ts to third parties in our welfare cal-

culus. There is then a trade-o¤ between deterrence, enforcement costs, and

the provision of valuable information to third parties.

<<COMP: Place Fig. 4 about here>>

Deterrence maximizing legal regimes. We start with a preliminary

result, taking the enforcement policy as given and comparing di¤erent legal

designs in terms of deterrence.
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Proposition 2 Given any enforcement policy, as de�ned by the probability
of detection and the �ne:

(i) if pf < ĝS, deterrence is maximized with the legal standard ĝL = ĝS;

(ii) if pf � ĝS, the legal standard is irrelevant for deterrence so long as

ĝL � pf .

When pf < ĝS , di¤erent legal standards are not equivalent because they

yield di¤erent reputational e¤ects, which in turn a¤ects incentives. Deter-

rence is then maximized when the legal standard aligns on the underlying

norm. To illustrate, Figure 4 compares the bad citizens�equilibrium thresh-

old under a strict liability regime (i.e., ĝL = 1) and under a fault regime
with legal standard equal to the social norm. When pf � ĝS , by contrast,

reputational e¤ects vanish because both the good and bad citizens�thresh-

olds equal pf , irrespective of the legal regime.

Trade-o¤ between deterrence and enforcement costs. Welfare is

W = (1� �)
Z 1

gB

(g � h) z(g) dg + �
Z 1

gG

(g � h) z(g) dg � c(p) (13)

where gB and gG are the equilibrium thresholds of the bad and good citizens

respectively as characterized in the preceding section. This formulation

abstracts from any additional social value attached to the information from

verdicts.

Intuitively, given Proposition 2, a legal regime and enforcement policy

with ĝL > ĝS > pf cannot be optimal. Lowering the legal standard down to

the social norm yields larger reputational sanctions. The same deterrence

could therefore be reached with a smaller probability of detection, thereby

reducing enforcement costs. Conversely, a policy with ĝL � pf > ĝS can be

optimal only because the social norm is too weak. The following proposition

combines these two observations. Recall that g� is the optimal threshold in

the standard model resulting from the maximization of (1).

Proposition 3 Suppose society is only concerned with deterrence and en-
forcement costs. Then the �ne is set at the maximum feasible level fm.
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There exists a threshold ĝ < h such that:

(i) If ĝS � ĝ, then the standard ĝL = ĝS is optimal and the probability of

detection satis�es p(fm + v(�)� v(0)) � ĝS.

(ii) If ĝS < ĝ, then the probability of detection satis�es pfm = g� and any

standard ĝL � g� is optimal.

To illustrate, consider the optimal enforcement policy under a strict lia-

bility regime, exogenously imposed. Suppose this yields gB � ĝS . Because

bad citizens are also motivated by reputational concerns, it must then be

that pfm < gB. Owing to the greater reputational e¤ects, the same level

of deterrence can therefore be obtained at lower cost under the legal regime

de�ned by ĝL = ĝS (see Figure 4). Conversely, suppose the optimal en-

forcement policy yields gB > ĝS . Then gB = gG = g� because the trade-o¤

between deterrence and enforcement costs is now the same as in the standard

model. This can arise only when ĝS < g�, and therefore ĝS < h. The latter

inequality, however, is not by itself su¢ cient for a strict liability regime to

be optimal. The bene�t from smaller enforcement costs under the regime

with legal standard replicating the social norm may be worth the loss from

the smaller deterrence (now bounded above by ĝS for both types). This can

be optimal only if ĝS is not too small.

In part (i) of Proposition 3, the case where p(fm + v(�) � v(0)) � ĝS

holds as a strict inequality corresponds to an interior solution where some of

the bad citizens do not comply with the law. When the equality holds, the

optimum is a corner solution with gB = ĝS . Everyone then complies with

the law and, therefore, with the social norm.

The proposition states that ĝL = ĝS is optimal, but other standards

may do as well. Consider Figure 3a and suppose the optimal policy yields

the equilibrium E2. It is then indi¤erent whether the legal standard is

g2L as shown in the �gure or ĝS because both standards yield the same

equilibrium, given the enforcement policy. More generally, let gB be the bad

citizens� equilibrium threshold in the optimal policy. Then any standard
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ĝL 2 [gB; ĝS ] yields the same equilibrium.
To summarize, aligning the legal standard with the social norm may be

optimal even though the norm is ine¢ cient from a utilitarian point of view.

If the norm is too demanding compared to the �rst best (i.e., ĝS > h), the

good citizens will ine¢ ciently refrain from the action. However, the bad

citizens need not be overdeterred because the probability of detection can

adjust to dampen incentives. A legal standard equal to the social norm may

also be optimal when the latter is de�cient, provided it is not too much so.

Otherwise, part (ii) of Proposition 3 applies and the optimal policy is the

same as in the standard model.

The value of information to third parties. In the foregoing, the

information conveyed by verdicts is useful in generating incentives through

reputational concerns. However, society may also bene�t from telling good

types from bad ones because this is important in other social or economic

interactions. We now take this into account in designing the optimal policy.

Information about the individuals�type may be productive in shaping the

future interactions with the individuals. Let qt(a) denote the total surplus

of a future interaction with a type-t individual, given a vector a of decision

variables describing measures governing the relationship. These actions may

include the amount of relationship-speci�c investment in a formal or informal

context, restrictions on conduct and monitoring, features of performance

schemes, the sorting of individuals into di¤erent jobs or matches, and the

like. We assume qG(a) > qB(a) for all a. Relations with good citizens

are always more valuable than with bad citizens. Good citizens are more

valuable because they are more trustworthy owing to their disposition to

internalize norms and to behave less opportunistically.

The optimized total surplus from a relationship with a type-t individual

is '(t) � maxa qt(a). When the type is unobservable and the individual is
believed to be a good citizen with probability �, the optimized expected
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surplus is

'(�) � max
a
(1� �)qB(a) + �qG(a): (14)

It follows trivially that '(�) is increasing in � and, in particular, that it is

a convex function.12

To illustrate, suppose di¤erent jobs are represented by the scalar a 2
[0; 1]. Suppose qt(a) is strictly concave with qB(a) maximized at a = 0 and

qG(a) maximized at a = 1, i.e., job a = 0 is the best match for the bad

citizen and job a = 1 is the best match for the good citizen. From the

comparative statics of problem (14), the optimal a will be increasing in �.

More trustworthy individuals have a comparative advantage in jobs higher

on this particular job scale. Letting a(�) denote the solution,

'00(�) = � [q0G(a(�))� q0B(a(�))]2
(1� �)q00B(a(�)) + �q00G(a(�))

> 0:

Posterior beliefs about one�s type depend on publicly available informa-

tion, say a signal X so that beliefs can be written as �(X). From an ex

ante point of view, �(X) is a random variable with expected value equal to

�, the prior probability that an individual is a good citizen. If a signal Y

is more informative about types than the signal X, then �(Y ) is a mean

preserving spread of �(X); see Ganuza and Penalva (2010). Because ' is

convex, E['(�(Y ))] � E['(�(X))] and strictly so if ' is strictly convex. The

expected value of future social or economic interactions is then larger under

the more informative signal Y .

We use this framework to incorporate the productive value of the in-

formation from verdicts in our welfare calculus. Reputational utility is

v(�) = �'(�) where � 2 (0; 1] is the individuals�share of the surplus from a

future interaction, hence 1� � is the counterparts�share. Publicly available
information consists of the �convicted�, the �detected and dismissed�, and

the �no news�events, i.e., the signal is X 2 fC;D;Ng. Averaged over all
individuals, the value of future contractual interactions is

' � PG'(�C) + PD'(�D) + PN'(�N ) (15)
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where PC , PD and PN are the probabilities of the events.13 Welfare is now

rede�ned as

W �W + ' (16)

where W is as in equation (13).

It is worth emphasizing that the information from verdicts yields social

bene�ts, in addition to being useful for deterrence, only if it leads to di¤erent

actions conditional on the information. Suppose, to the contrary, that the

solution to problem (14) is always the same action, say â. Then

'(�) = (1� �)q0(â) + �q1(â)

is linear in the posterior belief about the individual�s type. The information

provided to third parties has no social value because ' = '(�) irrespective of

the properties of the signal. Reputational e¤ects are then purely redistrib-

utive and maximizing W is equivalent to maximizing W . We assume that

' is strictly convex, implying that di¤erent beliefs always entail di¤erent

actions to govern a relationship.

The variables on the right-hand side of (15) depend only on p, ĝL and

gB. To compare di¤erent public signals, it is therefore su¢ cient to study

the properties of the function '(gB; p; ĝL). We keep gB constant when con-

sidering changes in p or ĝL, i.e., we are considering the partial (or direct)

e¤ects of changes in these policy variables.

Lemma 2 If gB � ĝS, then ' = '(�). If gB < ĝS, then ' > '(�) and

is increasing in p, decreasing in gB, increasing in ĝL for ĝL < ĝS, and

decreasing in ĝL for ĝL > ĝS.

Everything else equal, aligning the legal standard with the social norm

improves the information provided to third parties. However, the lemma

points to possible con�icts between deterrence and the provision of informa-

tion. Consider an increase in the �ne, a costless measure. When gB < h, a
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larger �ne increases W if it increases deterrence, as in the interior equilib-

rium E2 of Figure 3a. However, by itself, more deterrence reduces '. Similar

observations apply to changes in the legal standard and the probability of

detection.

Proposition 4 Suppose society trades o¤ deterrence and enforcement costs
against the informational value of verdicts. When ĝS � ĝ, then in an optimal

policy:

(i) either ĝL = ĝS with a �ne that need not be maximal;

(ii) or ĝL > ĝS with the �ne set equal to zero.

We consider only the situation where the social norm is not too de�cient,

i.e., ĝS � ĝ where the latter is the threshold de�ned in Proposition 3. The

optimal policy in a society unconcerned with the informational value of

verdicts is then to set the legal standard equal to the social norm. When the

value of information to third parties is also a concern, the optimal policy will

seek to increase the signal value of the �no-news�event. This is accomplished

by a larger probability of detection. However, greater publicity increases

deterrence, which has a negative e¤ect on the informational value of �no-

news�. It is then desirable to reduce the �ne in order to dampen deterrence,

which can only go so far as a �ne equal to zero. When this constraint is

binding, part (ii) of Proposition 4 applies. Dampening the deterrence e¤ects

of more detection is then obtained by increasing the legal standard above

the social norm. Convictions are then noisier signals.14

To see this, write the function de�ned in (13) as W (gB; p), where we use

the fact that gG = max(ĝS ; gB). The optimal policy maximizes

W (gB; p; ĝL) �W (gB; p) + '(gB; p; ĝL) where gB = gB(p; f; ĝL).

In the solution, the probability of detection and the legal standard satisfy

the �rst-order conditions:

@W

@p
=
�
WgB + 'gB

� @gB
@p

� c0(p) + 'p = 0; (17)
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@W

@ĝL
=
�
WgB + 'gB

� @gB
@ĝL

+ 'ĝL = 0: (18)

The �ne depends on the sign of

@W

@f
=
�
WgB + 'gB

� @gB
@f

: (19)

In the proof, we show that ĝL cannot be binding in the solution.15 It

follows that condition (18) can only be satis�ed with ĝL � ĝS . When the

solution is ĝL = ĝS , condition (18) holds with @gB=@ĝL and 'ĝL both equal

to zero. Depending on the sign of (19), the �ne may then be maximal, zero

or some value in between. When the solution is ĝL > ĝS , condition (18)

holds with @gB=@ĝL and 'ĝL both negative, implying that WgB + 'gB is

negative, so condition (19) then implies that the �ne is zero.

When the optimal policy is characterized by a positive �ne, the optimal

legal standard replicates the social norm. As before, letting gB be the bad

citizens�equilibrium threshold, any standard ĝL 2 [gB; ĝS ] would yield the
same deterrence but only ĝL = ĝS is optimal because this provides more

information to third parties. When the �ne is positive but less than maximal,

then WgB = �'gB and 'p = c0(p), where the latter follows from (17).

The optimal �ne then trades o¤ the marginal bene�t from more deterrence

against the marginal informational loss. In turn, the marginal informational

bene�t from greater detection equals the marginal detection cost.

Optimal deterrence. When deterrence is the only concern, some un-

derdeterrence (i.e., gB < h) is optimal in order to economize on enforcement

costs, as in the standard model without reputational sanctions. This is not

necessarily so when verdicts convey valuable information to third parties.

Corollary 1 When the law only aims at deterrence, bad citizens are under-
deterred. When ĝS > h and the law also aims at providing valuable infor-

mation to third parties, bad citizens may be over-deterred. The optimal �ne

is then equal to zero.
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Overdeterrence of the bad citizens means thatWgB is negative, implying

that (19) is negative, so that the �ne is zero. With WgB negative, condition

(17) implies

'p + 'gB
@gB
@p

> 0; (20)

which can hold only if gB < ĝS . Thus, over-deterrence can only arise when

the social norm is more demanding than the �rst-best level. Improving fu-

ture allocative decisions, through the information conveyed to third parties,

is then marginally more valuable than improving current allocative decisions.

5 Discussion

Comparison with the literature. It is useful to compare our framework

with one often used in modelling the stigma from convictions.16 In the lat-

ter, agents di¤er in the bene�t from committing an illegal act or in the cost

of complying with regulations. Using our notation, an agent�s unobservable

type is g. For instance, large values re�ect impulsiveness or the idiosyncratic

gains from criminal activity; in the commercial context, they re�ect some

form of organizational failure. g is negatively correlated with the agent�s

productivity in future interactions with third parties. In most of this litera-

ture, illegal acts are strict liability o¤ences. For a given expected �ne, some

individuals violate the law and others comply. O¤enders therefore signal

that they have a large g, thereby triggering reputational sanctions.

In the present framework, g is not speci�c to the individual. It describes

the private material bene�t from engaging in some action in the various

circumstances agents happen to face. What distinguishes agents is their

willingness to sacri�ce current material interest in order to comply with some

background social norm. For simplicity, we assumed a two-type population

with types t 2 fB;Gg, but our analysis can be recast in terms of a continuum
of types. For example, types are t 2 [0; 1] with tĝS as the �willingness to
pay�of a type-t agent in order to comply with the norm. The net bene�t
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from engaging in the action is then

bt =

�
g � tĝS if g < ĝS
g if g � ĝS

An agent who engages in the action, when the observable cost g of not doing

so is small, reveals that he is a low type and is viewed unfavorably. This

reformulation yields essentially the same results as our two-type set-up. In

particular, when pf � ĝS , all types behave the same and no inferences can

be drawn from violations of the law. When pf < ĝS , convictions are more

likely for low types.

Informal enforcement and overdeterrence. In our analysis, there

is no direct informal enforcement of underlying norms because behavior is

not directly observable. Information is available only through public en-

forcement. Our results continue to hold if we allow informal enforcement,

so long as society�s directly available information is su¢ ciently imperfect.

Suppose the contrary, i.e., behavior and circumstances are perfectly ob-

servable independently of public enforcement. Rede�ne the event C as �en-

gaged in the action in circumstances g < ĝS�; the event D as �engaged in the

action in circumstances g � ĝS�; and the event N as �did not engage in the

action�. These events are all that matters for reputational sanctions or for

conveying valuable information to third parties. Borrowing from Lemma 1,

posterior beliefs satisfy �C = 0, �D = � and

�N (gB) =
�Z(max(ĝS ; gB)))

�Z(max(ĝS ; gB)) + (1� �)Z(gB)
(21)

Legal design no longer plays any informational role. Without loss of gener-

ality, we therefore focus on strict liability o¤ences.

Although one�s conduct is directly observable, let us assume that legal

authorities must nevertheless rely on formal (�veri�able�) auditing of behav-

ior. They audit with some probability p at a cost. As before, public signals

are uninformative when the expected �ne pf � ĝS , because all agents then
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behave the same. When pf < ĝS , the bad citizens�equilibrium threshold

solves

gB = min[ĝS ; pf + v(�N (gB))� v(0)]: (22)

Stigma e¤ects now occur with certainty, but the �ne is only imposed with

some probability. Although legal design plays no role, the enforcement policy

a¤ects the information provided by public signals through the e¤ect of the

expected �ne on the equilibrium gB.

The informal enforcement of norms suggests the possibility of overdeter-

rence compared with the �rst-best utilitarian level. There are two possible

cases.

Case 1: ĝS � h or v(�)� v(0) � h

This corresponds to situations where the social norm is not too demand-

ing or reputational sanctions are not too strong. Overdeterrence cannot arise

if ĝS � h. When ĝS > h, however, the solution to (22) may yield overdeter-

rence for some arbitrary pf > 0. The possibility that reputational sanctions

cause overdeterrence has been much discussed, in particular with respect

to corporate liability.17 It has been suggested that �nes should be reduced

to avoid this possibility. However, in the present context, it turns out that

the optimal policy imposes the maximal �ne and involves no overdeterrence.

First, only the expected �ne matters, so any level of expected �ne should

be obtained with the smallest feasible audit probability.18 Secondly, if so-

ciety were only concerned with deterrence and enforcement costs, it would

choose pf su¢ ciently small so that overdeterrence does not arise. If soci-

ety is also concerned with providing information to third parties, it would

choose pf even smaller (perhaps with a zero probability of audit) so as to

reduce deterrence.

Case 2: ĝS > h and v(�)� v(0) > h

In this case, the social norm is very demanding and reputational sanc-

tions are large. Even when the expected �ne is nil, the solution to (22) yields
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overdeterrence. Too much publicity, together with an excessive background

norm, ine¢ ciently distorts behavior. The optimal policy is then simply to

do nothing, assuming that publicity cannot be prevented.

Judicial error. We assumed that, when an individual is audited, con-

duct and circumstances are assessed without error. As is well known, judicial

error reduces the incentive e¤ects of legal sanctions (Kaplow and Shavell

1994). It will also reduce the information from verdicts. We tentatively

discuss how the risk of error a¤ects the optimal policies.

Suppose that, following an audit, the authorities obtain imperfect signals

about the agent�s conduct and about circumstances. To start, consider the

optimal policy when there are no social norms and reputational concerns.

First, the signal about circumstances should be disregarded, which amounts

to a strict liability regime. The reason is that conditioning sanctions on cir-

cumstances is anyway inessential in the standard model. Secondly, conduct

should be assessed on a maximum likelihood basis, i.e., the agent is deemed

to have engaged in the action if this �hypothesis� has greater likelihood

given the evidence at hand.19 This decision rule maximizes incentives to

comply with the law, thereby allowing any given level of deterrence to be

achieved at minimal audit costs.20

The foregoing policy is no longer optimal when agents have reputational

concerns. In a related model, Fluet and Mungan (2018) show that the

optimal decision rule trades-o¤ the direct deterrence e¤ects, taking the level

of sanctions as given, and the e¤ect on the level of reputational sanctions

which indirectly add to deterrence. The optimal evidence threshold for

�nding liability depends on the frequency of illegal behavior, e.g., stronger

evidence is required when illegal behavior is uncommon. We conjecture that

a similar result would obtain in the present context.
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6 Summary and Concluding Remarks

Violating the law need not elicit social disapproval or reputational sanctions.

O¤ences have reputational e¤ects insofar as they signal non-adherence to

underlying norms. We take these norms as given and consider the infor-

mational role of o¤ences, focusing on the �belief shaping role of the law�

(Shapira 2016, p. 1247) as opposed to its value or preference shaping role

(Cooter 1998). Enforcing the law may reveal whether given background

norms were violated. How much so depends on the design of legal oblig-

ations. We analyzed the implications in the so-called speci�c deterrence

context where detecting misconduct is costly.

We consider norms that exhibit some congruence with utilitarian welfare,

although they need not be e¢ cient in this respect, i.e., they may be more or

less demanding than what would maximize utilitarian welfare. For instance,

social media users may expect very high standards concerning private data

protection, perhaps above what would be justi�ed on a cost-bene�t basis.

Conversely, individuals may be too lenient towards underreporting of income

to avoid paying taxes. We study two possible channels of interaction between

legal obligations and background norms.

First, legal obligations should be designed so as to e¢ ciently harness

reputational motivations, because this economizes on public enforcement

costs. Violations of norms, rather than violations of the law per se, are

correlated with undesirable characteristics. O¤ences are less noisy signals

of norm violations when legal standards align with prevailing norms. The

proviso is that background norms must not be too de�cient, otherwise too

little deterrence would ensue. The second channel of interaction concerns

the informational value of verdicts to third parties, which may yield social

bene�ts in addition to the deterrence e¤ect of the information. In a utili-

tarian framework, the information from verdicts has social value only if it

is conducive to productive actions, by contrast with purely redistributive
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reputational e¤ects.

As a general rule, harnessing reputational motivations for deterrence

purposes and providing valuable information to third parties yield the same

prescription regarding the design of o¤ences. However, deterrence relies on

the threat of sanctions, whether legal or reputational. Deterrence is therefore

consistent with little information being revealed at equilibrium, e.g., there

is no screening of types in a pooling equilibrium where everyone complies

with the law. Thus, there is a trade-o¤ between deterrence in the particular

case and providing valuable information for future allocative decisions. As

noted by Iacobucci (2014, p. 189), focusing on deterrence is too narrow: �It

may be socially preferable in some circumstance to adjust legal penalties to

allow actors to reveal their type than to adjust legal sanctions to promote

optimal deterrence.�

Conveying information to third parties translates into greater detection

e¤ort, so that violating the law earns greater publicity. Because miscon-

duct is more often revealed, avoiding prosecution is also a more signi�cant

signal. The signi�cance of �no prosecution� is then an essential element of

the optimal policy. We show that it generally relies on non maximal �nes,

in contrast to the Beckerian principle. The optimal �ne mitigates the de-

terrent e¤ect of publicity and trades o¤ deterrence against the provision of

information. When providing information is very valuable, the optimal �ne

is nil. Rasmusen (1996) remarks that a legal sanction equal to zero is of-

ten a reasonable approximation of how the law operates, e.g., probation or

community work. Similarly, formal legal sanctions for corporate misconduct

are often dwarfed by market reputational sanctions. As a practical matter,

regulatory authorities often rely on mere public reprimands. We �nd that

symbolic legal sanctions are optimal only if providing information to third

parties is an essential concern.

Our results can be extended and quali�ed in many ways. For instance,

the point has often been made that the stigma attached to criminal records
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lowers the opportunity costs of future crimes. This is the argument behind

ban-the-box legislations and it extends to the future disincentive e¤ects of

reputational losses in general. We made the simplifying assumption of a two-

phase game: �rst, agents decide whether to undertake the harmful action;

next, a matching value with third parties is obtained and agents earn their

reputational payo¤. Suppose this this set-up is replicated in a two-period

setting. At the beginning of each period, agents decide whether to undertake

the action; at the end of each period, a matching value ensues. A cursory

analysis suggests that muting reputational e¤ects (e.g., keeping convictions

secret) cannot be optimal. However, the dynamics introduces new trade-

o¤s with respect to the timing of the information provided to third parties.

For instance, when the legal sanction in the �rst period is not maximal, it

should be greater in the second period for agents twice convicted (as in Funk,

2004) because there is no point in mitigating deterrence for agents whose

type is known. Another extension is to relax our informational assumptions.

In our main analysis, we discard any direct enforcement of norms because

information about behavior relies solely on public enforcement. The more

realistic case is where society has some information and public enforcement

can provide more reliable information.

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1. Take gB as given and satisfying gB < ĝL. The fraction

of bad citizens violating the law is then Z(ĝL) � Z(gB). If max(ĝS ; gB) �
ĝL, the good citizens never violate the law; otherwise, a fraction Z(ĝL) �
Z(max(ĝS ; gB)) does. Both categories of individuals are detected with prob-

ability p. Applying Bayes�rule then yields (8). For an individual labelled

N , either the act was not committed or it was but was not detected. The

fraction of bad citizens in this situation is

Z(gB) + (1� p)(1� Z(gB) = 1� p+ pZ(gB):
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Similarly, for the good citizen the fraction is

1� p+ pZ(max(ĝS ; gB)):

Applying Bayes�rule then yields (6). Finally, for bad citizens the probability

of event D is p[1 � Z(ĝL)]. For good citizens it is p[1 � Z(max(ĝS ; ĝL).

Applying Bayes� rule then yields (9). It is straightforward to verify that

�C � �D � � � �N . A similar argument applies to the case gB � ĝL. �

Lemma A1 Let gc(p) solve g = p[v(�N (g))�v(�D(g))] where �N (g) and
�D(g) are obtained from (6) and (9) by setting gB = ĝL = g. Then gc(p) is

unique and satis�es gc(p) < ĝS. At equilibrium, gB = gc(p) if ĝL < gc(p)

while gB and � solve (10) and (11) if ĝL � gc(p).

Proof. Let gB solve (10) and (11). Suppose �rst that gB < ĝL. Then

gB = p[f + v(�N (gB))� v(�C(gB; ĝL))]

� p[v(�N (gB))� v(�C(gB; ĝL))]

� p[v(�N (gB))� �D(ĝL)]

where the last inequality follows from Lemma 1. It follows that (12) holds.

Next suppose that gB = ĝL. If ĝL > ĝS , then gB = gG and �N = �D = �

by Lemma 1 again. Hence (12) is trivially satis�ed. So let ĝL � ĝS . De�ne

'(ĝ) = ĝ � p[v(�N (ĝ))� v(�D(ĝ))]

where �N (ĝ) is obtained by setting gB = ĝ in (6) and �D(ĝ) is obtained by

setting ĝL = ĝ in (9). From the expressions in Lemma 1, '(ĝ) is increasing.

Moreover, �N (ĝ) > � > �D(ĝ) if ĝL < ĝS and �N (ĝ) = �D(ĝ) = � if ĝL = ĝS ,

hence '(0) < 0 and '(ĝS) > 0. It follows that there exists gc < ĝS as stated.

We write gc(p) to emphasize that it is a function of p. �

Proof of Proposition 1. Either gB = gG > ĝS or gB � gG = ĝS . By

Lemma 1, the �rst case implies �(gB; ĝL) � v(�N (gB)) � v(�C(gB; ĝL)) =
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0. Thus, it can arise only if pf > ĝS and the equilibrium is then simply

gB = gG = pf . A policy with pf � ĝS therefore yields the second case.

The relevant domain for gB is then the interval [pf;min(ĝL; ĝS)]. If pf =

min(ĝL; ĝS), the equilibrium is trivially gB = pf , so let ps < min(ĝL; ĝS).

The equilibrium gB is then a solution to

gB = min [ĝL; p(f +�(gB; ĝL))] (A1)

Equivalently, gB solves

 (gB) � min [ĝL; p(f +�(gB; ĝL))]� gB = 0, gB 2 [pf;min(ĝL; ĝS)]; (A2)

where  (gB) is a continuous function. By Lemma 1, �(pf; ĝL) > 0 and

therefore  (pf) > 0. For the case ĝL � ĝS , obviously  (ĝL) � 0. Because
�(gB; ĝL) is strictly decreasing in gB in the relevant domain, so is  (gB)

and the equilibrium is therefore unique and satis�es gB > pf . For the case

ĝL > ĝS , �(ĝS ; ĝL) = 0 so that  (ĝL) = pf� ĝS < 0. Again  (gB) is strictly
decreasing, ensuring uniqueness with gB > 0.

(i) For pf < ĝL � ĝS , the above argument shows that gG = ĝS and

gB 2 (pf; ĝL]. If p(f + �(ĝL; ĝL)) � ĝL, the equilibrium satis�es gB = ĝL.

Otherwise gB < ĝL and solves gB = p(f +�(gB; ĝL; p)) where we now take

into account that � depends on p. Di¤erentiating totally with respect to p

yields
dgB
dp

=
s+�+ p�p
1� p�gB

> 0: (A3)

From the expressions in Lemma 1, �gB is negative while �p is positive

because @�N=@p > 0.

(ii) For pf < ĝS < ĝL, the argument is similar except that the solution

now satis�es gB 2 (pf; ĝS). We now have

@gB
@ĝL

=
p��ĝL

1� p��gB
< 0; (A4)

where �ĝL is negative because @�C=@ĝL > 0. �
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Proof of Proposition 2. From Proposition 1, gG = ĝS whenever pf < ĝS .

For any ĝL � ĝS , a su¢ ciently small value of pf yields an equilibrium gB <

ĝL which is therefore constant in ĝL; by contrast, a su¢ ciently large value

yields the equilibrium gB = ĝL, hence gB is then increasing in ĝL; in either

case, deterrence is maximized by ĝL = ĝS . For ĝL > ĝS , gB is monotonically

decreasing in ĝL. Under any enforcement policy, the deterrence maximizing

standard is therefore ĝL = ĝS . �

Proof of Proposition 3. Let

W (ĝS) � max
p;f;ĝL

(1� �)
1Z
gB

(g � h) z(g) dg + �
1Z

max(gB ;ĝS)

(g � h) z(g) dg � c(p)

(A5)

where gB(p; f; ĝL) is the function de�ned in Proposition 1. Clearly, f = fm.

Let g� = p�fm be the threshold resulting from the maximization of (1) in

the standard model and denote by W � the maximized value.

Fact 1: if the solution of (A5) satis�es gB > ĝS , then gB = gG = g�.

Thus, gB > ĝS implies ĝS < g�. Equivalently, ĝS � g� implies gB � ĝS .

Fact 2: if gB � ĝS , then it is easily seen from Proposition 2 that the

optimal policy sets ĝL = ĝS , so that gB � gG = ĝS . A probability of

detection satisfying p[fm + v(�) � v(0)] > ĝS would then induce gB = ĝS

but could be reduced without a¤ecting deterrence. Therefore p[fm+ v(�)�
v(0)] � ĝS as claimed.

The regimes described in (i) and (ii) are therefore the only two possibil-

ities. ĝS � g� is su¢ cient for case (i), so we need only examine the outcome

for ĝS 2 [0; g�]. De�ne

V (ĝS) � max
p
(1� �)

1Z
gB(p;fm;ĝS)

(g � h) z(g) dg + �
1Z
ĝS

(g � h) z(g) dg � c(p):

(A6)

Then

W (ĝS) =

�
V (ĝS) if V (ĝS) �W �;
W � otherwise.
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From the above discussion, V (g�) > W � and V (0) < W �. Therefore, by the

intermediate value theorem, there exists ĝ 2 (0; g�) such that W (ĝ) = V (ĝ).

We show that ĝ is unique because V (ĝS) is strictly increasing. Using the

envelope theorem,

dV (ĝS)

dĝS
= (1� �)(h� gB)z(gB)

@gB
@ĝS

+ �(h� ĝS)z(ĝS) > 0:

The sign follows from gB(p; fm; ĝS) � ĝS � g� < h and from

@gB
@ĝS

=
@gB(p; fm; ĝL)

@ĝL

����
ĝL=ĝS

� 0;

where the strict inequality holds only when the legal standard is binding. �

Proof of Lemma 2. Rewrite the publicly observable signal as X 2
f�C ; �D; �Ng. By Lemma 1, when gB � ĝS , then �C = �D = �N = �,

therefore ' = '(�). Henceforth, let gB < ĝS , in which case �C < �D < �N .

We compare X with the signal X 0 2 f�0C ; �0D; �0Ng resulting from a change

in ĝL, p or gB. Let H and H 0 be the cdf�s of X and X 0 respectively, which

by construction have the same mean, and de�ne S � H 0�H. We show that
S changes sign only once, a su¢ cient condition for the distributions to be

ranked in terms of an increase or decrease in risk (Rothschild and Stiglitz

1970).

Consider the change from ĝL to ĝ0L > ĝL. By Lemma 1 and using (??)

to (??), when ĝ0L � ĝS , then P 0C > PC , P 0D < PD, P 0N = PN , and �0C = �C ,

�0D > �D, �
0
N = �N . Therefore, P

0
C = PC + � and P 0D = PD � � for some

positive � < PD. Then

S(x) � H 0(x)�H(x) =

8>><>>:
0 if x < �C ;
� if �C � x < �D;

�(PD � �) if �D � x < �0D;
0 if �0D � x:

Because S(x) is �rst positive and then negative, X 0 has greater risk than X

and is therefore more informative.
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When ĝL > ĝS , the change from ĝL to ĝ0L > ĝL implies P 0C > PC , P 0D <

PD, P 0N = PN , and �0C > �C , �
0
D = �D, �

0
N = �N . Again, P

0
C = PC + �

and P 0D = PD � � for some positive � < PD. In this case,

S(x) � H 0(x)�H(x) =

8>><>>:
0 if x < �C ;

�PC if �C � x < �0C ;
� if �0C � x < �N
0 if �N � x

Now X 0 has les risk than X and is therefore less informative. A similar

argument applies to changes in p or gB. �

Proof of Proposition 4. To complete the argument in the text, we need

to consider the possibility that an optimal regime with zero �ne involves a

binding standard ĝL < ĝS , i.e., gB = ĝL < pv(�N (gB))]. Such a possibility

is compatible with condition (18). As in part (ii) of the proposition, WgB +

'gB < 0. However, we now have @gB=@ĝL > 0 and 'ĝL > 0. We show that

this cannot be optimal.

Suppose such a standard, denoted by ĝ1L < ĝS , and let g��B = ĝ1L be

the associated equilibrium threshold. We assume ĝ1L > gc(p) as de�ned in

Lemma 2, otherwise the standard would have no e¤ect. Note that gc(p)

satis�es:

gc(p) = p[v(�N (gc(p)))� v(�C(gc(p);1))]: (A7)

To see the equivalence with the equation in Lemma A1, set ĝL = 1 in (8)

and gB = gc(p) in (8) and (7), so that �C(gB;1) = �D(gB). We show: (i)

that the equilibrium g��B = ĝ1L can also be implemented by a zero �ne policy

with the same p and with some standard ĝ2L > ĝS ; (ii) that the latter policy

provides a more informative signal.

According to claim (i), there exists ĝ2L > ĝS solving

g��B = p[v(�N (g
��
B ))� v(�C(g��B ; ĝ2L))]: (A8)

De�ne

 (g��B ; ĝ
2
L) � g��B � p[v(�N (g��B ))� v(�C(g��B ; ĝ2L))]:
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By assumption,

 (g��B ; ĝS) = g��B � pv(�N (g��B )) < 0;

Because  is increasing in g��B and given (A7),

 (g��B ;1) = g��B � p[v(�N (g��B ))� v(�C(g��B ;1))] > 0 for g��B > gc(p):

Hence, there exists ĝ2L > ĝS solving (A8). Because  is also increasing in its

second argument, ĝ2L is unique.

We now prove claim (ii). Denote the support of the policy with the

binding standard ĝ1L by f�D; �Ng, where �D < � < �N , and let the proba-

bilities be PD and PN . For the policy with the standard ĝ2L, the support is

f�0C ; �0D; �0Ng where �0C < �0D = � and �0N = �N . The probabilities satisfy

P 0N = PN and PC + P 0D = PD, i.e., the probability mass initially at �D has

been redistributed over �0C and �
0
D. Because �

0
D > �D, this constitutes a

mean preserving spread if �0C < �D. From (9) in Lemma 1, given ĝ1L = g��B ,

�D =
�(1� Z(ĝS))

�(1� Z(ĝS)) + (1� �)(1� Z(g��B ))

From (8),

�0C =
�
�
Z(ĝ2L)� Z(ĝS)

�
�
�
Z(ĝ2L)� Z(ĝS)

�
+ (1� �)

�
Z(ĝ2L)� Z(g��B )

�
Therefore, �0C < �D. �

Notes

1The idea is not new, considering for instance the organization of the so-

called Law Merchant in the Middle Ages (see Milgrom, North and Weingast,

1990).
2Reputational losses are measured as the drop in �rm value in excess of

the cost of legally imposed penalties (together with compensation awards
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and remedial measures) and have been shown to depend on the type of

misconduct and whether those a¤ected can penalize the �rm (Karpo¤ and

Lott, 1993; Alexander, 1996; Beatty et al., 1998; Karpo¤ et al., 2005, 2008).

In a U.K. study, Armour et al. (2017) �nd that reputational losses for

�nancial misconduct are nearly nine times the size of legal sanctions, when

misconduct harms so-called related parties (e.g., customers, suppliers or

investors).
3We borrow from Polinsky and Shavell (2007) in this respect.
4Obviously, acts can be interpreted from di¤erent perspectives, e.g., acts

of omission such as not making a full stop at an intersection versus positive

acts such as discharging pollutants in a river.
5Our de�nition of norms is consistent with McAdams� (1997, p. 340),

as �informal social regularities that individuals feel obligated to follow be-

cause of an internalized sense of duty, because of fear of external non-legal

sanctions, or both.�
6As remarked by Posner (2000), norms of conduct that seem excessive

compared to the apparent harm from noncompliance may in fact be useful

to screen types.
7A tendency to violate a particular norm may suggest a disposition to

violate norms generally (Posner and Rasmusen, 1999).
8See Rasmusen (1966) Bénabou and Tirole (2006, 2011), Daughety and

Reinganum (2010), De¤ains and Fluet (2013), Iacobucci (2014), and Mungan

(2016a), among others.
9In Section 5, we discuss the consequences of relaxing this assumption.
10Because everyone complies with the law, the event �convicted� is o¤-

equilibrium, so �C cannot be computed from Bayes�rule. We take the limit

as gB approaches ĝS from the left. This can also be rationalized in terms of

Cho and Kreps�(1987) D1 criterion.
11Note that informal sanctions may well decrease when expected formal

sanctions increase (through a higher �ne or more detection), but never to

the point of reducing deterrence. This is a standard result; see Mungan

(2016a).
12This is well known from decision theory. See for instance Gollier (2001),
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chapter 24.
13The probabilities are the denominators in the relevant expressions of

Lemma 1. We consider only the case where gB � ĝL.
14The limiting case of the latter policy is the strict liability regime with

symbolic �nes alluded to in Section 3.
15Proposition 1 then implies that @g0=@p and @g0=@f are both positive,

while @g0=@gL is nil when gL � gS and negative when gL > gS .
16See Rasmusen (1996), Harel and Klement (2007), Bénabou and Tirole

(2011), Iacobucci (2014), and Mungan (2016a, 2016b).
17See Fischel and Sykes (1996) and Khanna (1996).
18This contrasts with Cooter and Porat (2001) who discuss private en-

forcement in a tort context where the �audit probability� is not a policy

variable.
19Likelihood is de�ned as in classical statistics, disregarding prior proba-

bilities.
20See Demougin and Fluet (2006). There is no overdeterrence because

the audit probability is a decision variable. However, the chilling of desirable

acts would be an issue if, as in Kaplow (2011), there are �benign acts�which

could be confused with the action considered here.
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Figure 1. Thresholds and legal standards
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Figure 2. Reputational sanctions
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Figure 3. Equilibria
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Figure 4. Strict versus fault-based o¤ence with stanfard gL = gS
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